We have designed and implemented software that enables integration of a scalable GPU-accelerated molecular mechanics engine, HOOMD-blue, with the machine learning (ML) TensorFlow package. TensorFlow is a GPU-accelerated, scalable, graph-based tensor computation model building package that has been the implementation of many recent innovations in deep learning and other ML tasks. Tensor computation graphs allow for designation of robust, flexible, and easily replicated computational models for a variety of tasks. Our plugin leverages the generality and speed of computational tensor graphs in TensorFlow to enable four previously challenging tasks in molecular dynamics: (1) the calculation of arbitrary force-fields including neural-network-based, stochastic, and/or automaticallygenerated force-fields which are differentiated from potential functions; (2) the efficient computation of arbitrary collective variables; (3) the biasing of simulations via automatic differentiation of collective variables and consequently the implementation of many free energy biasing methods; (4) ML on any of the above tasks, including coarse grain force fields, on-the-fly learned biases, and collective variable calculations. The TensorFlow models are constructed in Python and can be visualized or debugged using the rich set of tools implemented in the TensorFlow package. In this article, we present examples of the four major tasks this method can accomplish, benchmark data, and describe the architecture of our implementation. This method should lead to both the design of new models in computational chemistry research and reproducible model specification without requiring recompiling or writing low-level code.
Introduction
HOOMD-blue [1, 2] is a GPU-accelerated engine for molecular dynamics (MD) and hard particle Monte Carlo simulations, and has simulated clathrate crystal colloids, [3] coarse grained solar cell polymers, [4] intrinsically disordered proteins, [5] and many other systems. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] HOOMDblue can simulate large systems with high speed due to the scalable nature of GPU processing. Another advantage of HOOMD-blue is that it has a Python interface that can be incorporated into a larger Python workflow.
TensorFlow is a ML library created and maintained by Google. [25] TensorFlow uses a graphbased computation framework with tensor operations to represent its underlying mathematical operations. This tensor graph abstraction allows for flexible model design, where one can easily add, remove, or alter operations (nodes) of a model (graph) while preserving the overall structure and flow of the tensor data (edges). TensorFlow has a built-in visualization tool called TensorBoard to aid in this process. Another consequence of this tensor computation graph model designation is a major advantage of TensorFlow: most of the tensor operations defined in its library are analytically differentiable, and these derivatives can be automatically propagated throughout any TensorFlow model upon request. Thus, as long as we can express a model as a composition of tensor operations, we automatically have access to its derivatives at every step to compute forces or perform learning. Additionally, TensorFlow can optimize model evaluation by caching values of tensors as they are evaluated so that branches in the graph need not have these values explicitly stored in memory.
The HTF package described in this work gives TensorFlow access to the per-particle positions, neighbor lists, and forces generated by HOOMD-blue at each timestep of a simulation. Since both HOOMD-blue and TensorFlow can execute entirely on the GPU, there is minimal loss of speed due to communication. With HTF, a user may specify any tensor operation on the neighbor list and automatically calculate its derivatives and thus, its forces. This enables use of arbitrary force fields (e.g., from neural networks), calculation of arbitrary collective variables, and biasing of arbitrary collective variables. In addition, since TensorFlow contains a suite of ML algorithms implementation, a user can also perform learning on any of the items calculated using HTF.
ML has been defined a number of different ways in the past, [26] [27] [28] but for the purpose of this work, it is taken to mean a computer "learning" how to best perform some task under a given performance metric via optimization of a set of vector operations. For example, common ML applications are regression problems and classification problems, where the performance metric is usually obvious -e.g. how many items the program correctly sorts in a classification problem, or the mean squared error from a target function or distribution in a regression problem. Specifying the correct performance metric and model structure to accomplish a given task is neither deterministic nor necessarily simple, [29, 30] but TensorFlow eases the process with its library of ML algorithms.
Recently, ML methods have been used to improve the accuracy of MD simulations, and some have even achieved configurational accuracy on par with ab-initio methods. [31] [32] [33] However, the way this process is typically performed can be difficult or cumbersome to reproduce. [34] This is because implementing a given ML model often requires custom low-level code to achieve learning in the context of MD simulation engines, or because it necessitates an iterative process of generating data, training, and validating, rather than a single ongoing process. [35, 36] HTF can bridge this gap and make the process of connecting ML models with MD simulations easy, transparent, and reproducible via the model specification interface of TensorFlow.
The rest of this paper is broken up into five sections plus some concluding remarks. The first section describes the architecture of the HTF package and how it works. The remaining four sections each describe an application of HTF to a particular task in molecular dynamics, demonstrating online ML in MD, arbitrary collective variable calculations, a use-case of TensorFlow's automatic differentiation, and learning of coarse-grain forces.
Methods and Implementation
A more complete description of TensorFlow may be found in Abadi et al. [25] TensorFlow models are built and run in separate steps, similar to how a computer program is compiled and then executed. The models in TensorFlow are expressed as tensor computation graphs where nodes are tensor operations and edges are tensors. The HTF plugin follows the same approach, whereby there is a graph building step and then an execution step.
During the graph building step, placeholder tensors are accessible for neighbor lists, positions, and forces. During the execution step (i.e., running the simulation), they will be populated with their respective values in HOOMD-blue at the current timestep. A neighbor list is an N × M × 4 tensor, where N is the number of particles, M is a pre-set maximum number of neighbors, and the last dimension is x, y, z, w. Here, w m denotes the m th neighbor's particle type, and x n,m , y n,m , z n,m are the components of the distance vector to the m th neighbor of the n th particle. The positions, neighbor lists, and forces are provided as possible inputs at each step. The tensor computation graph can also output forces and a virial at each step. During the graph building step, these may be computed in the tensor computation graph or automatically calculated from a per-particle or total potential energy tensor. The neighbor lists are taken directly from HOOMD-blue and are not reconstructed. The automatic differentiation computes the forces on particles as:
where U (r) is the potential energy as a function of both positions and/or pairwise distances, F i is the net force on particle i, and r ij is the distance vector from particle i to j. HTF computes the per-particle virial contribution from pairwise interactions only as:
where τ i is the virial stress tensor of particle i, F ij is the magnitude of the force on particle i from particle j, and ⊗ indicates an outer product. If a biasing force in HTF is not pairwise additive, then the virial contribution can be computed by the user to override this default contribution.
During the execution step, while the simulation is running, the TensorFlow graph is executed with the current neighbor lists, positions and forces. Forces can be an input or output. If the TensorFlow graph outputs forces, those will be set in HOOMD-blue to be forces on the particles. Sometimes there is no output, for example if computing a collective variable. Variables in the tensor computation graph allow values to be saved and updated at each step. This allows computed quantities at all stages of the graph to be output. Further, this allows accumulation of values and thus computing quantities like running averages or time-dependent biases. The variables can also be checkpointed and restarted within HTF.
Constructing tensor computation graphs may be confusing, especially because the dimensionalities of the positions and neighbor list tensors are unknown until runtime. However, TensorFlow has a rich set of debugging tools, including TensorBoard, [25] which allows visualization and step-by-step execution of the graph. These are accessible with the HTF plugin. TensorBoard also allows printing, histogramming, and plotting of variables in real time.
HTF is implemented as a multithreading Python module with most of the code written in C++ linked via pybind11 . [37] Data is transferred from HOOMD-blue to TensorFlow simply via GPU-GPU memcpy calls. The implementation of HTF in TensorFlow is done by creating custom node types called hoomd2tf and tf2hoomd which enable reading/writing via the memcpy calls to HOOMD-blue data structures. The multithreading is necessary to isolate the TensorFlow and HOOMD-blue GPU contexts, which allows them to run simultaneously on one GPU. The main computation done by HTF is the reshaping of neighbor lists from the ragged-array format of HOOMD-blue into an N × M × 4 tensor usable by TensorFlow. In addition to GPU-GPU communication, HTF supports MPI parallelization and has a CPU reference implementation.
The MPI parallelization is done via HOOMD-blue's domain decomposition. Thus, there are N independent TensorFlow instances running, one for each HOOMD-blue domain. This is desirable for pairwise force computation. TensorFlow has the capability of communicating between instances via TCP/IP, which has high latency relative to MPI. This could be used, however, for communicating training data done on batches of frames every so many timesteps, or at the end of a simulation for accumulating/reducing computed values. There exist community-supported MPI implementations of TensorFlow but these have not been explored. The source code of HTF is available as specified in the Additional Information section.
TensorFlow has a variety of extensions, including TensorFlow Fold [38] which is specifically designed for representing molecular graphs in TensorFlow. Another is TensorFlow Probability, [39] which allows stochastic terms in the TensorFlow graph. This may be used for MC-MD coupled simulations, where the force-field depends on sampled stochastic terms. Inference can also be done in TensorFlow Probability, so that these probability distributions can be trained for methods like Ultra coarse-graining [40] .
3 Case Studies with HTF
Neural Network Force Field (Arbitrary Force Fields)
Neural networks are a powerful class of ML tools whose original theory dates back to the 1950s and 60s. [41] [42] [43] These highly flexible tools have been applied to a variety of diverse tasks in the past, including guiding surveillance technology, [44, 45] tracking visual targets, [46] [47] [48] predicting cancer occurrence in patients, [49, 50] processing medical imaging for enhanced diagnostic accuracy, [51] controlling the beam of a particle accelerator, [52] and aiding in finance applications. [53] They have also seen recent use in molecular dynamics simulations, allowing for trained force fields that accurately reproduce experimental conformations [32] and dynamical properties in coarse-grained simulations. [31] The HTF plugin allows users to designate the structure of neural networks and achieve online training based on HOOMD-blue data during the HOOMD-blue simulation. Any collective variable that can be expressed as a tensor operation on the HOOMD-blue neighbor list or perparticle positions or forces can be used as training data or neural network input. As a proof of concept, we demonstrate here a neural network trained to reproduce the Lennard-Jones forces on a 2D simulation of 64 particles. Training is done online, i.e. during the simulation. The neural network takes as input the HOOMD-blue neighbor list and forces, and is trained to output the forces on each particle with an l2 loss function (mean squared error) and the TensorFlow built-in ADAM optimizer [54] with a learning rate η = 0.001, and with TensorFlow's default parameters of β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999, and = 1 × 10 −8 . The simulation used reduced LJ units with a timestep of 0.005, and Langevin integration with kT = 1.0.
The neural network structure was a simple multilayer perceptron with three layers: one input layer, one hidden layer, and one output layer. Each layer is size 1 and uses a linear activation function. This is the simplest possible neural network with one hidden layer. A multilayer perceptron can be thought of as repeated application of operations {F i } defined in eq 3, where w i is a weight vector and b i is a bias vector, both of which are unique to each layer, and x i is the vector of input values to layer i.
In this case, the neural network's output is then F 2 (F 1 (F 0 ( x))), and the trained quantities are the weight and bias vectors, with x = r −1 , the vector of inverse inter-particle distances. After a 4000 step equilibration period, the model was trained for 5000 steps. The validation run likewise had a 4000 step equilibration period before loading the model and running for 5000 steps to gather statistics. This was to ensure the model was trained and tested on systems of roughly equal energy. The l2 loss of the model over time is shown in Figure 1 . We can see that the model converges quickly (within 1000 timesteps) and averages a loss value of 12.88. A source that may account for this loss is a possible lack of data for particles that are close together due to repulsion. By the same reasoning, the model may also be over-fitting for the long distance region where particle-particle forces are roughly zero. Another possibility is that the input of r −1 was too simple to capture the important features of the Lennard-Jones potential with a linear model.
To benchmark HTF, we repeated this process for a range of particle numbers from 100 to 90000 and compared the run times of CPU-only and GPU-enabled HTF to assess its scaling. In Figure 2 , we show this benchmarking data, illustrating how low the additional computational cost of training these neural networks can be. Exact values for timesteps per second and N for these trials can be found in Table 1 in the Additional Information section. Table 1 .
Example Code
To demonstrate the ease and readability of using HTF, we include here some sample code for building a neural network model such as the one used to obtain these results. In this excerpt, N N is the size of the neighbor list to be used in HOOMD-blue and N hidden nodes is the number of nodes in each hidden layer. This code produces a TensorFlow tensor computation graph model for training a neural network force-field. To use this model for inference, the output forces argument would be set to True, and it would load the trained model by using the bootstrap dir optional argument to graph builder. This code uses the Keras [55] python module to initialize the neural network according to eq 3, with the dimension of w set by N hidden nodes and the operation F repeated three times. 
Force Matching (Learning)
Bottom-up coarse graining (CG) [56] [57] [58] has been used to model various systems like alkanes [58] , polymers [59] , and biomolecules [56] . In the bottom-up approach, the CG potentials are derived from the underlying all-atom (AA) simulation. Force-matching (FM) [60] [61] [62] is one of the bottom-up CG approaches which aims to match the forces on CG particles as closely as possible to the cumulative forces on their constituent atoms in the reference AA simulation [56] . Besides obtaining the CG potential, another vital step in defining the CG system is to determine the mapping operator which indicates how atoms in the AA system are grouped into CG particles. The general practice to define a CG mapping operators has been driven by chemical intuition [63] . However, recently there have been efforts towards choosing mapping operators more systemically [64] [65] [66] .
The reference mapped force is calculated by eq 4, where F ref I
is the force on the I th CG particle, S I refers to the subset of particles which are mapped into the I th CG particle and F i is the net force on the i th particle in the AA model.
The FM method finds F CG (R) that minimizes the objective function given by eq 5,
where N is the number of CG particles and the angular brackets denote an ensemble average. In the most common implementation, F CG (R) is approximated using cubic splines as the basis set [61, 67] . Previous studies have reported the use of various ML techniques for CG models [68, 69] . Here we model the CG potential using a basis set (B) of 48 Gaussian functions and a repulsive term, U rep (R) = u(R − r 0 )(R − r 0 ) 12 , where u() is the unit step function. The variance and the height of each of the Gaussian functions in the basis set were trained on-the-fly using mapped CG positions from an atomistic NVT simulation of 1000 methanol molecules in HOOMD-blue at 298.5 K with a density of 787.727 kg/m 3 . Each methanol molecule was mapped to one CG bead at its center of mass (COM). Corresponding mapped pairwise distances were calculated considering 128 nearest neighbors. The optimization was done at a learning rate of 10 −3 using the ADAM optimizer [54] by minimizing the objective function given by eq 6
where F B I refers to the forces calculated using the basis set and the mapped pairwise distances and r 0 is a fitting parameter for the repulsive function U rep . In eq 6, the first term is the mean squared error between the mapped CG forces from the atomistic simulation and the forces calculated using the the basis set, and the last term pushes the short range repulsive term to the right. A cutoff radius of 12Å was used for the simulation. The CG simulation was run for 20,000 timesteps. Figure 3 shows the learned CG potential along with the locations of the Gaussian basis set functions of B. Figure 4 compares the COM radial distribution function (RDF) obtained from the AA simulation and that obtained from running a CG simulation using the learned potentials. The RDF shows good agreement. Mapped CG Figure 4 The center of mass radial distribution function from the AA (Mapped) and the CG simulation of methanol. The one bead CG simulation shows good agreement with a mapped AA simulation.
EDS in HTF (Biasing/Automatic differentiation)
Experiment Directed Simulation (EDS) is a maximum-entropy biasing technique that matches certain reference values such as experimental data during simulations. [70] EDS minimally mod-ifies the free energy surface such that average values of simulated collective variables (CVs) match certain average reference values. [70] Instead of a single average value, a probability distribution of the free energy surface along a CV needs to match to a another free energy distribution, EDS can be applied. [71] EDS can match multiple experimental data in a single iteration of the simulation. [70] EDS has been previously applied in various systems such as Li ion battery and bead-spring polymer models, [70] a water model, [72] a peptide model, [73] and in coarse graining techniques. [74] Since EDS minimally modifies the free energy surface, the dynamical studies of water with EDS showed improved prediction of both biased and unbiased dynamic properties of water, which are known to be hard to reproduce even with quantum mechanics. [72] A recent review can be found in Amirkulova and White. [75] In this work EDS was implemented in the TensorFlow framework.
In EDS, the potential energy, U ( r) is modified minimally with addition of multiple coupling constants, α j as shown in eq 7, where the index j is over the number of CVs to be biased. We desire that the ensemble average of a simulated CV, f ( r), satisfy f ( r) =f , where f ( r) is the ensemble average of the CV andf is the reference value of that CV. The force of the i th particle, is calculated from the potential given by eq 7 at each time step.
A Lennard-Jones particle simulation was performed to bias the simulation with EDS. Mean radius (R), which is defined ineq 8 as an average of absolute differences between each particle position and COM of all particles, N. By using an average radius as a CV for EDS simulation, we can enforce the simulation on average to form a circle around the COM of with radius of a bias value. We ran EDS and control simulations of Lennard-Jones particles.
For EDS and control simulations, the simulations were in identical conditions except for the presence of a bias. A square box of evenly spaced 64 (N=64) Lennard-Jones particles was simulated using HTF. The size of the box was 16 by 16, with periodic boundary conditions. The simulations were conducted at NVE ensemble for 200,000 timesteps. Lennard-Jones potential had σ=1 and =1. Lennard-Jones pair potential had a cutoff radius of 3. At every timestep EDS added a minimal bias such that the criterion, f (r) =f , is achieved.
We biased the EDS simulation such that an ensemble average of R matches 5.8, as shown in fig 5. In fig 5, the average R in the EDS simulation, shown in green, oscillates and finally matches the reference value, shown in red. In comparison, the control simulation has an average radius of 6 and is different from the reference value.
In order to see how particles populate the simulation box during EDS and control simulations, the distribution of particles in the box from all time steps is shown as a heat-map in fig 6 . EDS tries to form a circle around the center of the box, as demonstrated by the fact that particles are mostly inside the circle with radius=5.8. EDS bias (A) pushes the particles to be inside of the white circle which corresponds to the bias. The control simulation tries to distribute the particles around the square simulation box more uniformly as shown in fig 6(B) . We have shown that EDS can modify the simulation such that there is an agreement between simulations and our observables. This technique can be applied to larger and more complex Figure 5 EDS matches a reference value that was used as a bias. At the end of the EDS simulation, the average radius (green) matches a the reference value of 5.8 (red). The control simulation converges to an average radius around 6. systems in HOOMD-blue where there may be a major discrepancy between simulations and experiments. Figure 6 Comparison of particle positions from EDS (A) and control (B) simulation trajectories. In expectation, the center of mass of particles in both EDS and control simulations should be at the center of the box. Hence, circles with radii corresponding to computed average radii in EDS and control simulations are plotted for visual aid. On average more particles can be found inside the white circle in the EDS simulation (A) due to a bias that makes the radius to be 5.8. The control simulation (B) does not have a bias, and hence it randomly samples the square box.
Calculating Scattering Profiles (Arbitrary Collective Variables)
Scattering techniques are used extensively for material characterization and structure determination [76] . Neutron scattering in particular has applications in the field of condensed matter physics, [77, 78] nuclear physics and nuclear materials research, [79] biology [80] , crystallography, and catalysis. [78] For this work, we demonstrate that HTF can be used to approximate the neutron scattering profile of a simulation box at every timestep.
The neutron scattering profile for particles can be analytically estimated using Debye's formula given by eq (9) . [81] I(q) = i j b i b j sin(q r ij ) q r ij (9) where b i and b j are the coherent scattering lengths for the particles i and j respectively, r ij is the inter-particle distance between particles i and j, and q is the magnitude of q, the scattering vector or the momentum transfer vector, which is a function of the scattering angle θ and wavelength λ. The data for scattering lengths of different particles is available in literature. [82] Figure 7
The neutron scattering profile for 5000 H 2 O molecules calculated using HTF.
A box of 5000 water molecules was simulated in order to calculate their neutron scattering profile. Figure 7 shows the resultant scattering profile, which can be calculated at any timestep during a simulation. Due to the automatic differentiation included in TensorFlow, a more complex system could be biased toward an experimentally-obtained neutron scattering profile on-the-fly.
Concluding Remarks
We have presented a method for utilizing tensor computation graphs in tandem with the MD and MC simulation engine HOOMD-blue. These tensor computation graphs are expressive enough to allow force-fields, biasing methods, learning, and collective variable computation within a single framework. HTF enables GPU-accelerated and low-latency use of tensor computation graphs in HOOMD-blue and thus makes online learning in a simulation possible. The online nature of learning in HTF simplifies the "traditional" workflow of ML in simulation by removing the need for post-processing of trajectories or custom implementations of common ML algorithms. The tensor computation graphs allow for transparent and simple model designation with a high degree of customizability, replicability, and efficiency. The HTF source code is available and each of the systems presented in this article are available as examples.
Additional Information
Source code for our implementation of the methods discussed in the main text can be found at the following GitHub repository: https://github.com/ur-whitelab/hoomd-tf. 64  6113  4843  144  4042  5119  400  1831  4977  2500  346  3974  10000  86  1781  90000 9 203 Table 1 Median timesteps per second (TPS) over five trials of 5000 training steps of a HOOMD-TF neural network with N Lennard-Jones particles on CPU and GPU.
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